Do-gooders. Really.
Inspired at Colby, these alumni, including Catherine McDonough ’99
(above), tackle society’s most daunting problems.

Faces of Colby
After studying the work of renowned portrait photographers,
students capture their peers for posterity.
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«On the Cover | Emma Mayville ’13 appears in a portrait by Nina Hatch ’13. The photograph is from a collection of work by student photographers who were assigned by Assistant Professor Gary Green to document “the faces of Colby” for the bicentennial. More: P. 14.
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«Imaging Alaska | As Kristin Gates ’10 traveled solo through Alaska’s Brooks Range last summer, she took photos of the landscape, the wildlife, and herself. Read her story and see some of her most striking photos of the Arctic including caribou, wolves, and grizzlies, with captions by the hiker/photographer.
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Each week, a different Colby Life on Twitter

@TheColbyLife: Up early and ready to go see my mentee at the Albert Hall School #waterville #CCAK - Happy Monday!
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Colby 31. Williams 8. Huge win on the hill. BTP
pic.twitter.com/Lbm7DWxQRX
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Running into a fellow @ColbyCollege alum as we wait for POTUS’s remarks! ’08 Pride!
pic.twitter.com/01GU5Wsvkf

Follow @TheColbyLife at twitter.com/TheColbyLife